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Abstract

A combined power generation system consisting of a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) and a gas turbine (GT) with steam and heat recuperation

(HR) was evaluated using a commercial process simulation tool, ASPEN Plus. The effect of steam recuperation (SR) on the overall efficiency

of the combined system was investigated by comparing the SOFC–GT during heat and steam recuperation (HSR) against the system during

only heat recuperation. At low turbine inlet temperatures (TITs), the overall efficiency of the SOFC–GT combined system with heat and steam

recuperation improved by showing an increase in TITand a reduction in pressure ratio (PR). On the other hand, at high TITs, the opposite trend

was observed. The integration of steam recuperation was found to improve the overall efficiency and specific power of SOFC–GT combined

systems with a relatively compact SOFC component.

# 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Fuel cells are promising power generation systems of high

efficiency because they can convert the free energy change

of a chemical reaction directly into electrical energy. Among

different kinds of fuel cells, a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC)

that is operated at high temperature has been particularly

interesting because it is effluent, at about 1173 K, is suitable

for integration with gas turbine (GT) cycles. In this scheme,

the thermal energy generated by electrochemical reactions

in the fuel cell is utilized to produce more power output

by a GT cycle. As the result, higher overall efficiency is

expected in comparison with that obtained from individual

systems.

Recently, several articles have been devoted to the study

of SOFC–GT combined power generation systems [1–5].

Most of these studies have reported a natural gas-fueled

SOFC–GT system with steam reforming and heat recupera-

tion (HR, air preheating). Palsson et al. [1] developed a two-

dimensional, steady-state SOFC model and proposed a

combined system featuring external pre-reforming and recir-

culation of anode gases. They reported that the maximum

efficiency of 65% (LHV) was obtained at a pressure ratio of

2. Increasing the turbine inlet temperature (TIT) does not

lead to an improvement of efficiency or specific power

because at higher TIT, more fuel is being consumed in

the gas turbine, decreasing the fuel flow to the SOFC unit.

Tanaka et al. [3] have designed and evaluated a SOFC–GT

combined system based on system performance and cost/

energy pay-back times. They mentioned the similar result

for the influence of TIT on overall efficiency. A small GT

power output to net output is desirable for overall perfor-

mance. In fact, the GT output from a combined SOFC–GT

system is about one-third of the total output [1]. Thus, in

commercial power generation systems, large SOFC systems

with the capacity of several tens of MW are required to

compete with conventional power plants. However, the

capacity of current SOFC technology is on a level of sub

MW to several MW.

Since the efficiency of GT is considerably lower than that

of SOFC in such a combined system, an improvement to GT

efficiency by means of advanced cycle integration technol-

ogies could increase the overall efficiency. Moreover, it

contributes to a possibility of a reduction in size required

for a commercial scale SOFC power plant by virtue of

lowering the fuel utilization fraction of the SOFC. In gen-

eral, an improvement of GT performance was obtained by

recovering heat in the turbine exhaust. The heat can be used

to preheat compressed air stream, to generate steam for a
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bottoming steam turbine (ST) cycle, and to directly injecting

to the GT combustor. Those configurations were contributed

in a recuperative GT cycle (RGT), gas turbine combined

cycle (GTCC), and a steam-injected gas turbine (STIG)

cycle. Several studies have been devoted to study on such

enhanced GT systems for achieving higher system efficiency

[6–10].

According to the previous studies on SOFC–GT combi-

ned systems, the heat from GTexhaust is usually recuperated

for air preheating (heat recuperation) in a recuperator, like

the recuperative GT cycle. However, there are no studies on

such a combined system engaging other enhanced GT cycle.

In this paper, another energy recuperation technology, steam

recuperation (SR), was employed to recover more heat from

the GT exhaust as the aim to increase the overall efficiency

and specific power. The superheated steam generated from

the heat of the GTexhaust is injected into the GT combustion

chamber. The system configuration is somewhat similar

to the STIG incorporated with air preheating process. This

leads to greater power output from the GT due to an increase

in the mass flow of steam the process of expansion. By using

a process simulation tool, ASPEN Plus, a conceptual design

of a SOFC–GT combined system with heat and steam

recuperation (HSR) was preformed so as to improve system

performance.

2. SOFC model

Electrochemical oxidation reactions of H2 in the SOFC

proceed as follows [11,12]:

H2 þ O2� ! H2O þ 2e� ðanodeÞ
1
2

O2 þ 2e� ! O2� ðcathodeÞ

H2 þ 1
2

O2 ! H2O ðoverallÞ (1)

The theoretical open circuit cell voltage (Er) can be deter-

mined by the Nernst equation:

Er ¼
RT

2F
ln KT � RT

4F
ln

ðpI
H2OÞ

2
p0

ðpI
H2
Þ2

pI
O2

 !
(2)

where T denotes the operating cell temperature; and KT

the equilibrium constant of the overall reaction at the

temperature considered. The first term on the right hand

side of Eq. (2) shows the effect of the temperature on the cell

voltage while the second term shows the effect of the

pressures of reactants and product on cell voltage. In a

practical fuel cell, the operating cell voltage (E) is less than

the reversible cell potential (Er). The drop in cell voltage is

attributed by the irreversibility, so-called overpotential or

polarization. The polarization losses can be distinguished

into three types; ohmic polarization (Vo,ohm), activation

polarization (Vo,act), and concentration polarization (Vo,conc).

The magnitude of these polarizations increases alongside

the increase in current density, thus reducing cell voltage

and voltage efficiency. The cell voltage can be estimated as

follows [13]:

EðiÞ ¼ Er � Vo;ohm � Vo;act � Vo;conc (3)

Nomenclature

A coefficient in Eq. (5) (V)

B coefficient in Eq. (5) (V)

CA cell area (m2)

E cell voltage (V)

F Faraday constant (¼96,487) (C mol�1)

i current density (A m�2)

i0 exchange current density (A m�2)

iL limiting current density (A m�2)

KT equilibrium constant

LHV lower heating value of fuel (J kg�1)

m mass flow rate (kg s�1)

n molar flow rate (mol s�1)

ne number of electrons

p partial pressure (Pa)

p0 reference pressure (Pa)

Pc power density (J s�1 m�2)

PFC power generated by fuel cell (J s�1)

QGT,in heat supplied to gas turbine cycle (J s�1)

Qout heat generated by fuel cell (J s�1)

Qrec energy recuperation rate

R gas constant (¼8.314) (J mol�1 K�1)

Re area-specific ohmic resistance (O m2)

T temperature (K)

TIT turbine inlet temperature (K)

Ua air (oxygen) utilization factor

Uf fuel utilization factor

Vo polarization (V)

w specific power (J kg�1)

wFC power rate of fuel cell

wGT power rate of gas turbine

Greek letters

Zth overall system efficiency, LHV basis

ZFC power generation efficiency of SOFC, LHV basis

ZGT power generation efficiency of GT, LHV basis

Subscripts

act activity

air air

conc concentration

f fuel

in inlet

ohm ohmic

ox oxygen

r reversible

Superscripts

in inlet

I inlet condition
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wherein

Vo;ohm ¼ iRe (4)

Vo;act ¼ A ln
i

i0

� �
(5)

Vo;conc ¼ �B ln 1 � i

iL

� �
(6)

It should be noted here that in case of fuel cell operating at

high temperature level, like SOFC, the polarization loss is

dominantly derived from the ohmic polarization [3].

The activation and concentration polarizations can be

derived from the Tafel equation. Other parameters in

the SOFC model calculation, air utilization factor (Ua),

fuel utilization factor (Uf), power density (Pc), and power

generated by SOFC (PFC) are listed as follows:

Ua ¼
nin

ox � nout
ox

nin
ox

(7)

Uf ¼
nin

f � nout
f

nin
f

(8)

Pc ¼ iE ¼ Ufn
in
f neF

CA
E (9)

PFC ¼ Ufn
in
f neFE ¼ PcCA (10)

wherein, nox and nf denote the mole flow of oxygen and fuel;

CA the cell area; and ne the number of electrons (two for

hydrogen). The heat generated by irreversibility at the

electrodes in the SOFC (Qout) is expressed by:

Qout ¼ UfmfLHVf � PFC (11)

mf and LHVf denote the mass flow and lower heating value

of the fuel, respectively. It is assumed that the heat is

recovered in the SOFC block by exchanging with the fuel

and air streams. The outlet stream temperature of the SOFC

can be determined by the thermal balance across the whole

cell.

3. Combined system configuration and methodology

The SOFC calculations described here were performed

using Fortran calculation modules in ASPEN Plus, whereas

other components constituting the system are modeled as

standard unit operation models. Schematic configurations of

the combined system are illustrated in Fig. 1a and b for a

SOFC–GT with heat recuperation system and a SOFC–GT

with heat and steam recuperation system, respectively. The

SOFC–GT combined system mainly consists of a SOFC

module and a GT cycle connected together in series, in

which the SOFC module was integrated as a topping cycle.

Both air and fuel are compressed and introduced into the

SOFC. The SOFC produces both heat and electricity through

the electrochemical reactions of fuel. The temperature in the

SOFC is kept constant (�1273 K) by utilizing the heat

produced in the SOFC itself for preheating both the air

and fuel streams. Remaining (unreacted) fuel from the

SOFC is burnt with depleted air in a GT combustor. The

hot combustion gases are expanded in the GT to produce

power. Energy recuperation is employed in the system to

recover heat from the GT exhaust in two different config-

urations. The SOFC–GT with HR employed an air preheat-

ing system for recuperating heat from the GT exhaust. In

addition to the air preheator, a heat recovery steam generator

(HRSG) was installed on the system in the case of the

SOFC–GT with HSR. In this case, the heat from the GT

exhaust is not only used for preheating compressed air

stream but also for generating steam in the HRSG. The

generated steam is directly injected into the GT combustor

as recuperated steam, leading to an increase in GT power

output owing to a rise in net mass flow through the process

of expansion.

The systems mentioned were simulated and evaluated

with the following hypotheses: (a) hydrogen (H2) was used

as fuel; (b) working pressure ratios (PR) of 5, 7, 10, and 15

were considered; (c) thermodynamic properties based on

Peng–Robinson equation of state with the Boston–Mathias

alpha function, which is appropriate for power generation

process, were used; (d) thermodynamic properties of gases,

liquid water and steam were taken from databases available

in ASPEN Plus; (e) a polytropic efficiency of 0.9 for both the

Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of SOFC–GT combined systems: (a) SOFC–

GT with HR and (b) SOFC–GT with HSR.
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compression and expansion processes was given; (f) no

additional turbine blade cooling was considered; (g) a

pressure loss of 2–3% was allotted to heat exchangers,

SOFC stacks, the HRSG, and the GT combustion chamber;

(h) the recuperator efficiency of 0.80 was employed for

estimating hot air temperature; (i) the steam temperature was

assumed to be either the same as the hot air temperature or

not exceeding the steam temperature limit, 823 K in this

work; (j) current density and cell operating temperature in

the SOFC were set as certain values for all system analyses;

(k) the minimum temperature of the exhaust gas from the

HRSG was 423 K, which was higher than the corresponding

dew point temperature in order to prevent condensation

problems. Basic assumptions and input parameters of the

system simulation are summarized in Table 1.

The evaluations were carried out by varying fuel utiliza-

tion factor (Uf) in the range of 0.50–0.95 at a constant air

utilization factor (Ua) of 0.30. Here, as expressed in Eqs. (7)

and (8), the Ua and Uf factors are ratios of oxygen and fuel

consumed in the SOFC to the total oxygen and fuel supplied

to the system, respectively, indicating the amount of oxygen

in air and fuel remaining after the electrochemical reactions

in the SOFC. Lower value of the Uf factor means a greater

portion of the fuel is combusted with depleted air from the

SOFC in the GT combustor. This leads to a higher turbine

inlet temperature. On the other hand, lower TIT is a result of

a higher Uf factor, owing to less remaining fuel. It was

confirmed that the remaining amount of oxygen in air is

enough for combustion in the GT combustor as long as the

Uf value is larger than the Ua value.

According to the energy flow diagrams of the two SOFC–

GT combined systems, as shown in Fig. 2a and b, energy

recuperation rate (Qrec) and power rate of the SOFC (wFC),

and power rate of the GT (wGT) can be determined based on

the energy input to the system (heating value of fuel). The

comparison of the two systems was conducted at a given

operating PR to evaluate the contribution of steam recup-

eration to system improvement. In addition, the combined

systems with different operating TIT and PR were assessed

and discussed.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Effects of steam recuperation (SR) on system

performance

Energy recuperation rate (Qrec) and power rate of the

SOFC (wFC) as well as the power rate of the GT (wGT) in the

SOFC–GT combined system with HR and HSR at a PR of 5

were plotted against Uf in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows the relation-

ship between TIT and Uf as well as the relationship between

overall efficiency (Zth) and Uf of the two systems, for the

same PR of 5. Here, Zth denotes the summation of wFC and

wGT. In the case of the SOFC–GT with HSR, two different

configurations for steam temperature were taken into con-

sideration and assessed. First, the steam temperature was set

to be close to the preheated air temperature after the

recuperator. Second, the steam temperature was limited to

823 K. It was considered that in some cases the temperature

of preheated air is too high to practically generate the steam

at such high temperature. The maximum steam temperature

Table 1

Assumptions and input parameters in system evaluation

Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC)

dc–ac converter efficiency 0.95

Fuel utilization factor, Uf 0.50–0.95

Air utilization factor, Ua 0.30

Cell operating temperature (K) 1273

Area-specific resistance (O cm2) 0.5

Current density (mA cm�2) 400

Exchange current density (mA cm�2) 300

Limiting current density (mA cm�2) 900

Constant A parameter (Eq. (5)) (V) 0.03

Constant B parameter (Eq. (6)) (V) 0.08

Gas turbine cycle

Pressure ratio 5, 7, 10, 15

Polytropic efficiency 0.9

Mechanical efficiency (compression and expansion) 0.98

Minimum stack temperature (K) 423

Recuperator efficiency 0.80

Pressure drop

SOFC cell (%) 3

Combustor (%) 2

Heat exchanger (each) (%) 2

Fig. 2. Energy flow diagrams of SOFC–GT combined systems: (a) SOFC–

GT with HR and (b) SOFC–GT with HSR.
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should be considered, corresponding to the steam boiler

technologies.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the system with HSR has a higher

Qrec than that with HR, indicating a larger wGT and same

wFC. Furthermore, the SOFC–GT with HSR produced a

higher Zth value than the system with HR at a given Uf,

as can be seen in Fig. 4. It can be concluded that in addition

to heat recuperation, steam recuperation can increase energy

recuperation rate, Qrec, resulting in the increase in wGT and

Zth. However, it was seen from Fig. 3 that the increment in

wGT is less than that in Qrec for the given Uf. This is due to the

reduction in TIT caused by steam recuperation. Since steam

has a higher specific heat capacity than air, steam recupera-

tion increases Qrec and GT efficiency, but reduces TIT at the

given Uf.

In general, steam temperature has a maximum limit in an

operation depending on specifications of the steam generator

(boiler). In this case, the maximum steam temperature

(Tsteam,max) in the SOFC–GT with HSR is assumed to be

823 K. With decreasing Uf, the steam temperature increases

because both TIT and GT outlet temperature increase. At

Uf ¼ 0:85, the steam temperature was found to reach Tsteam,-

max (¼823 K). When the Uf is lower than 0.85, the steam

temperature in the system with the limitation was kept at

823 K, which was lower than the temperature of the pre-

heated air. The lower steam temperature reduces TIT as well

as Qrec, leading to a decrease in Zth in comparison with the

system without the steam temperature limitation, as can

been seen in Figs. 3 and 4. Despite the adverse effect of the

limitation of steam temperature, the Zth of the SOFC–GT

with HSR is still higher than that of the system with HR. It

can be, therefore, concluded that steam recuperation with a

limitation in steam temperature can also improve the overall

efficiency as well as the power output by virtue of the

increase in energy provided for the GT.

Fig. 5 shows the effect of Uf on energy recuperation rate

(Qrec) and power rates (wGT, wFC) in the SOFC–GT com-

bined systems at a PR of 10. Turbine inlet temperature and

Fig. 3. Energy recuperation rate (Qrec) and power rate of SOFC (wFC), and

power rate of GT (wGT) in combined systems as a function of Uf (PR ¼ 5).

(�) With limitation of Tsteam;max ¼ 823 K.

Fig. 4. Turbine inlet temperature (TIT) and overall efficiency (Zth) of

combined systems as a function of Uf (PR ¼ 5). (�) With limitation of

Tsteam;max ¼ 823 K.

Fig. 5. Energy recuperation rate (Qrec) and power rate of SOFC (wFC), and

power rate of GT (wGT) in combined systems as a function of Uf

(PR ¼ 10). (�) With limitation of Tsteam;max ¼ 823 K.
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overall efficiency (Zth) were plotted against Uf in Fig. 6. It is

clear that Qrec as well as wGT in the system with HSR are

larger compared to the system with HR. This leads to an

increase in Zth, as shown in Fig. 6. Comparing with PR ¼ 5

(see Fig. 4), it was found that the synergetic effect of steam

recuperation becomes more significant at higher PRs.

4.2. Effects of turbine inlet temperature and

pressure ratio on system performance

The overall efficiency (Zth) and specific power (w) of the

SOFC–GT with HSR (Tsteam;max ¼ 823 K) were plotted

against TIT with a variation of pressure ratios, in Fig. 7.

Here, the specific work is defined as the total power output

divided by the mass flow rate of air. The Zth versus TIT curve

appears to exhibit a peak for the given PR. It was observed

that the specific power monotonously increase with the

increase in TIT for all PRs.

Fig. 8 illustrates the influences of TIT on Uf, the power

generation efficiency of the SOFC (ZFC), and the power

generation efficiency of the GT (ZGT) in the combined

system. Here, ZFC and ZGT denote ratios of power output

to the energy input of each system, SOFC and GT, respec-

tively (see Fig. 2), which are defined by

ZFC ¼ wFC

Uf

(12)

ZGT ¼ wGT

QGT;in
¼ wGT

ð1 � wFCÞ
(13)

wherein, wFC and wGT denote power rate of the SOFC and

the GT, respectively, based on total energy input to the

system (Qin), which is equivalent to the lower heating value

of the fuel; and QGT,in represents the energy input to the GT.

The lower Uf leads to more fuel utilization in GT, resulting in

higher TIT. Although the increase in TIT reduces the ratio of

the amount of fuel consumed in the SOFC (lower Uf), as

shown in Fig. 8, the increase in TIT increases the ZGT. Hence,

the overall efficiency (Zth) decreases with the increase in TIT

because ZFC is considerably higher than ZGT. This gives a

good account of the tendency of Zth to decrease with the

increase in TIT at high TITs. On the other hand, at low TITs

ZGT declines significantly (see Fig. 8). This reduces Zth

despite the large Uf. It can be, therefore, considered that,

with increasing TIT, the overall efficiency increases to a

maximum and subsequently decreases.

At low TITs, Zth was found to decrease with the increase

in PR, while the opposite trend was observed at high TITs.

Fig. 6. TIT and overall efficiency (Zth) of combined systems as a function

of Uf (PR ¼ 10). (�) With limitation of Tsteam;max ¼ 823 K.

Fig. 7. Influences of TIT and PR on overall efficiency (Zth) and specific

power (w) in SOFC–GT with HSR (Tsteam;max ¼ 823 K).

Fig. 8. Influences of TIT and PR on Uf, SOFC efficiency (ZFC), and GT

efficiency (ZGT) in SOFC–GT with HSR (Tsteam;max ¼ 823 K).
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An increase in PR reduces GT outlet temperature as well as

Qrec, requiring more fuel consumption in the GT combustor

to attain the same TIT. This means that the increase in PR

reduces Uf. Therefore, a higher PR gives lower Zth at low

TITs, as can be seen in Fig. 7. On the other hand, at high

TITs, ZGT was found to improve significantly with increasing

PR. This is attributed to larger power generation in the GT

expansion process at higher PR. In addition, the adverse

effect of PR on Uf becomes insignificant at high TITs.

Therefore, the improvement of ZGT at higher PR overcomes

the adverse effect of PR. This leads to the improvement of

Zth at high TITs.

In Fig. 7, the optimum point of Zth was observed to shift to

higher TIT as PR increased. It is noteworthy that in spite of

the somewhat lower Zth of the high PR systems at the

optimum point, a significant increase in specific power

was observed. The increase in TIT (lower in Uf) means

the fuel is consumed in the GT combustor rather than in the

SOFC. This indicates the higher power fraction of GT to the

overall SOFC–GT system, represented by the increase in

power rate of GT as can be seen in Figs. 3 and 5. This result

suggests that the SOFC–GT with HSR operated at high PR

can reduce the power size of the SOFC with keeping the

overall efficiency relatively high. This contributes to dimin-

ish the cost problem of the fuel cell in a combined system of

large overall power output.

5. Conclusions

The integration of steam recuperation into a SOFC–GT

combined system with heat recuperation was evaluated by

using a process simulation tool, ASPEN Plus. It was found

that the system with heat and steam recuperation gave higher

overall efficiency than the system with only heat recupera-

tion. The integration of steam recuperation increases the

energy recuperation rate from the waste heat in the GT

exhaust, leading to the improvement in GT efficiency. The

synergetic effect of steam recuperation became more sig-

nificant at higher PRs. The limitation on steam temperature

generated in the heat recovery steam boiler obviously

diminishes the synergetic effect due to the drop in the energy

recuperation rate and the turbine inlet temperature. In

addition, at low TITs, the increase in TIT was found to

increase the overall efficiency by means of the improvement

in GT efficiency. On the contrary, at high TITs, the overall

efficiency decreased with the increase in TIT because of a

lower Uf. Thus, the overall efficiency increases to a max-

imum and subsequently decreases as TIT increases. With an

increasing PR, the overall efficiency decreases at low TITs,

whereas at high TITs, the improvement in GT efficiency

induced by the increase in PR overcomes the adverse effect

of PR on the energy recuperation, resulting in an increase in

overall efficiency with PR. In addition, the specific power

was found to gradually increases as both TIT and PR

increase. Hence, high power output with high efficiency

can achieve in the system operating at high TIT with an

optimal PR. This finding suggests that the size of the SOFC

is likely reduced with an appropriate operating condition and

integration of heat and steam recuperation, while both the

overall efficiency and specific power are considerably high.
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